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Independent auditor’s report
To the readers of the financial statements of Miramar Central School
for the year ended 31 December 2017

The Auditor-General is the auditor of Miramar Central School (the School). The Auditor-General has
appointed me, Michael Rania, using the staff and resources of Moore Stephens Wellington Audit, to
carry out the audit of the financial statements of the School on his behalf.
Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of the School on pages 1 to 18, which comprise the
statement of financial position as at 31 December 2017, and the statement of comprehensive income,
statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year then ended, and the notes to
the financial statements that include accounting policies and other explanatory information.
In our opinion, the financial statements of the School:
• present fairly, in all material respects:
- its financial position as at 31 December 2017, and
- its financial performance and its cash flows for the year then ended; and
• comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand in accordance with Public
Sector - Public Benefit Entity Standards Reduced Disclosure Regime (Public Sector PBE
Standards RDR)
Our audit was completed on 25 July 2018. This is the date at which our opinion is expressed.
The basis for our opinion is explained below. In addition, we outline the responsibilities of the Board of
Trustees and our responsibilities relating to the financial statements, we comment on other
information, and we explain our independence.
Basis for Opinion
We carried out our audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, which
incorporate the Professional and Ethical Standards and the International Standards on Auditing (New
Zealand) issued by the New Zealand Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. Our responsibilities
under those standards are further described in the Responsibilities of the auditor section of our report.
We have fulfilled our responsibilities in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards.
We believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis
for our opinion.
Responsibilities of the Board of Trustees for the financial statements
The Board of Trustees is responsible on behalf of the School for preparing financial statements that
are fairly presented and that comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand. The
Board of Trustees is responsible for such internal control as it determines is necessary to enable it to
prepare financial statements that are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

Moore Stephens Wellington Audit is a partnership of MP Czudaj and MK Rania. Moore Stephens Wellington Audit is an independent member firm of Moore Stephens International Limited
- an association of independent member firms in principal cities throughout the world.
Moore Stephens independent member firms in New Zealand are located in Auckland - Christchurch - Dunedin - Hawke’s Bay - Wairarapa - Wanganui – Wellington.

In preparing the financial statements, the Board of Trustees is responsible on behalf of the School for
assessing the School’s ability to continue as a going concern. The Board of Trustees is also
responsible for disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going
concern basis of accounting, unless there is an intention to close or merge the School, or there is no
realistic alternative but to do so.
The Board of Trustees’ responsibilities arise from the Education Act 1989.
Responsibilities of the auditor for the audit of the financial statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements, as a
whole, are free from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s
report that includes our opinion.
Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance, but is not a guarantee that an audit carried out in
accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards will always detect a material misstatement
when it exists. Misstatements are differences or omissions of amounts or disclosures, and can arise
from fraud or error. Misstatements are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they
could reasonably be expected to influence the decisions of readers taken on the basis of these
financial statements.
For the budget information reported in the financial statements, our procedures were limited to
checking that the information agreed to the School’s approved budget.
We did not evaluate the security and controls over the electronic publication of the financial
statements.
As part of an audit in accordance with the Auditor-General’s Auditing Standards, we exercise
professional judgement and maintain professional scepticism throughout the audit. Also:
• We identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due
to fraud or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit
evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not
detecting a material misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error,
as fraud may involve collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override
of internal control.
• We obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit
procedures that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an
opinion on the effectiveness of the School’s internal control.
• We evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of
accounting estimates and related disclosures made by the Board of Trustees.
• We conclude on the appropriateness of the use of the going concern basis of accounting by the
Board of Trustees and, based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty
exists related to events or conditions that may cast significant doubt on the School’s ability to
continue as a going concern. If we conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to
draw attention in our auditor’s report to the related disclosures in the financial statements or, if
such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit
evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. However, future events or conditions may
cause the School to cease to continue as a going concern.
• We evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including
the disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and
events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.
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•

•

We assess the risk of material misstatement arising from the Novopay payroll system, which may
still contain errors. As a result, we carried out procedures to minimise the risk of material errors
arising from the system that, in our judgement, would likely influence readers’ overall
understanding of the financial statements.
We communicate with the Board of Trustees regarding, among other matters, the planned scope
and timing of the audit and significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in
internal control that we identify during our audit.

Our responsibilities arise from the Public Audit Act 2001.
Other information
The Board of Trustees is responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the
information included on pages 19 to 38 but does not include the financial statements, and our
auditor’s report thereon.
Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express
any form of audit opinion or assurance conclusion thereon.
In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other
information. In doing so, we consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the
financial statements or our knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially
misstated. If, based on our work, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other
information, we are required to report that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.
Independence
We are independent of the School in accordance with the independence requirements of the AuditorGeneral’s Auditing Standards, which incorporate the independence requirements of Professional and
Ethical Standard 1 (Revised): Code of Ethics for Assurance Practitioners issued by the New Zealand
Auditing and Assurance Standards Board.
Other than the audit, we have no relationship with or interests in the School.

Michael Rania | Moore Stephens Wellington Audit
On behalf of the Auditor-General |Wellington, New Zealand
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Members of the Board of Trustees
For the year ended 31 December 2017
Name
Georgie Miles
Peter McFarlane
Nathan Meyer
Julie Griffin
Stephen Tulia-Shand
Edward Trotter

Position
Chairperson
Parent Representative
Parent Representative
Parent Representative
Parent Representative
Principal

Occupation
Chief Operations Officer
Business Analyst
Business Owner
HR Manager
House husband
Principal

Kiwisport Statement

Miramar Central School - Statement of Use of Kiwisport Funds
Kiwisport is a Government funding initiative to support sport for school aged children. Our school
received $3,456.12 in our 2017 Operational Grant through this initiative to increase our student
participation in organised sport.
This enabled the school to supplement sporting activities and resources. During the 2017 school
year the allocated money was put towards a number of events and sporting programmes. This
included supporting our Aquatic swimming programme for all students, school sports gear and
children representing the school at Eastern Zone Competitions. This funding enabled greater
participation and engagement for students who wouldn’t normally complete activities, as well as
assist the whole school in getting active and learning new sporting skills. Thank you.

2017 MCS Analysis of Variance
NAG 2A (b) (iv) Progress Statement
Discussion
● National Standards data indicates, given our increasing ethnic diversity depicted also
in our decile ranking of 5, that there has been an overall decline in student
achievement for the Maori cohort over the last year in writing and reading.
● The Learning Support programme was at the forefront of the school’s organisation
during 2017 and will continue in 2018 as student learning needs are identified and
programmes implemented to assist with student learning especially in the form of:
support for Kowhai (ORS) students being mainstreamed, ESOL and ELL students,
STEPS, RTLB, Reading Recovery, Rainbow Reading and TA inclass support. The
Learning Support Team was led by the Deputy Principal and assisted by the AP,
Principal, ESOL Team Leader and Kowhai Team Leader. This team met once a
week to discuss student learning and well-being and the appropriate assignment of
resources to support student learning and improvement. The final year of support by
the Ministry of Education via the Learning Support Project occurred in 2017.
● Progressive Achievement Test (PAT’s) tests in reading comprehension, reading
vocabulary and mathematics occurred in Nov 2017 and were used as base-line data
and helped inform teacher OTJ’s. The results for the year 4-6 students continued to
outline positive trends in student achievement over the course of the year. In 2018,
PAT’s will occur in March (stanine and scaled score linked to year group, gender and
ethnicity) in Dec (scaled score) to track student progress in this standarised test and
assist teachers in their overall teacher judgements.

Analysis of Variance : Miramar Central School 2017 Targets
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Mathematics
Strategic Aim 2: Providing opportunities for students to be confident in using words and
numbers
Annual Aim 2.1: National Standard benchmarks will be used effectively to support
improvement in student outcomes
2017 Targets:
1. Accelerate the students 57/209 (27%) who were achieving Below the NS in 2016 to
At the Standard by the end of 2017.
2. Accelerate the Maori students 9/21 (42.8%) who were achieving Below the NS in
2016 to At the Standard by the end of 2017.
Mathematics Baseline data EOY 2017: 209 students
All Years: 58.9% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected maths standard.
Maori students: 48.1% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected maths
standard.
Pasifika: 29.6% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected maths standard.
Chart 3: 2016 and 2017 Maths OTJ Comparison
Maths
All

Below
Maori

Pasifika Asian

Well
Below

Maths
NZ
Euro

All

Maori

Pasifik
a
Asian

NZ
Euro

2017 25.70% 18.50% 51.90% 27.9% 13.2%

2017 15.40% 33.30% 18.50% 11.8% 9.2%

2016

2016

36.5%

55.6%

51.4% 30.4% 28.7%

8.3%

18.5%

11.4%

4.3%

8.5%

Key: Improved Maintained Regressed Included in data 17 New students and 22 Leavers
●
●

Accelerate the students 57/209 (27%) who were achieving Below the NS in 2016 to
At the Standard by the end of 2017. Reduced to 25.7% (3 students).
Accelerate the Maori students 9/21 (42.8%) who were achieving Below the NS in
2016 to At the Standard by the end of 2017. Reduced to 18.5% (5 students).

Actions: What did we do?
● Reassessed students early in the year to set a baseline and ascertain learning
needs.
● Student progress was discussed termly at team meetings, learning support meetings
and termly pupil progress meetings with leadership and classroom teachers.
● Provided additional support for those who were Below and Well Below NS through
discussion at team meetings, referral to learning support team and support from
outside agencies where appropriate.
● Specific feedback and feedforward support through performance management
● Teacher inquiry focused on targeting an area of teaching and learning based on the
learning needs of each class. Linking teachers’ inquiry into their practice to more
specific student outcomes and increased use of student progress data to consider
the impact of their teaching
● Maths booster groups for target students in Years 5-6, daily focused on basic facts,
confidence and number strategy and skills.
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●
●
●

●

●

●
●

●
●
●

Maths extension group for more able students in Years 3-6.
Maths Booster with Teacher Aide support; this focused on Mathematical language
development, comprehension and problem solving skills.
Term 3 & 4: Margrette, TA, working with 8 children, 4 on Tuesday afternoon and 4 on
Thursday afternoon using the “Maths Box” resource purchased in Term 2. The aim is
to encourage and motivate students who find mathematical language a challenge; to
connect maths to the real world through contextualised activities; and expand
mathematical vocabulary for the appropriate reading level. In Term 3 this rolled out to
students in year 3 in one class.
Involvement of students in learning steps/goals and understanding what they need to
do for next steps/learning. Introduced Mathletics as a programme to engage and
promote student agency.
Professional development around formative assessment: Tuakana (yr4-6: GLoSS,
IKan, PAT) and Teina (yr1-3: ICan and JAM) to accelerate students’ learning in
Maths. Supported teachers in analysing data and how to use this to inform their
teaching and learning programmes. Assessment information was needed for
identifying next steps, planning (short & long term), groupings, student tracking of
progress/goals and peer assessing, to report to parents/whanau/BOT/MOE and to
clarity the strategic direction of our curriculum development, resource allocation and
professional development.
Moderating in Maths for GLoSS and IKan at team meetings and one to one to ensure
consistency across the school.
Staff professional development focus for 2017 was Mathletics and assessment.
Maths and its assessment was a main priority. Use of equipment has continued to be
integrated into Maths teaching across the school. This was achieved with each class
having the use of Chromebooks, Laptops and iPads and Year 1-6 having Mathletics
to promote student agency, engagement, enrichment, independence and
maintenance.
To ensure maths strands are taught regularly and not just in isolation and assess
once completed to measure the students progress (termly that is).
Support from MOE on building an understanding of what the term ‘acceleration’
means.
Communicated with parents and whanau around the sharing of classroom learning
programmes so that learning can be supported at home as well as school i.e.
Mathletics, homework activities, assessments, learning goals at 3 way conference
and 2 termly parent evenings reporting NS.

Outcomes. What happened?
● Moderation processes at team meetings, staff meetings and one to one were used
for years 3-6. The moderation process for years 3-6 has ensured data is consistent
across these year groups in judgements. Accelerated progress is evident also in the
pupil progress tracking sheets.
● Moderation processes at team meetings and staff meetings were used for years 1-3.
● Overall Teacher Judgements (OTJ) with reference to National Standards documents
as used to ‘place’ students on the NS continuum. Data is being entered on etap in a
timely manner. Information is being used to determine groupings and students on
intervention programmes using multiple sources of evidence i.e. classroom
interactions and observations, assessment tools and learning conversations (1:1,
peer, student voice). The progress is monitored for each student.
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●
●
●

●
●

●
●

Assessment Folder review started in early 2017 and there have been changes made
in expectations and timings for assessments.
Planning expectations have been enhanced during Term 2 with Planning
Expectations shared with staff. New templates requested by staff and under review
and development.
Interim and anniversary reporting for Teina (Years 1-3) coincided with 6 monthly and
on the anniversary with the date of starting school. Tuakana (years 4-6) mid year and
end of year reporting was completed. Students with special educational needs were
included in this schedule. The tracking of data between term 2 and term 4 shows that
there has been great progress and accelerated progress in maths. Next step learning
and suggestions for parental guidance were given in this reporting format.
Students who were identified for specific interventions (school targets) were included
for planned interventions by teachers under guidance from the Leadership Team.
Feedback from students doing the more able booster group shows the students are
enjoying the challenge and problem solving across various year groups. The TA
math booster has given students more confidence to read mathematical language,
increased mathematical language as well as support students in tackling word
problems. Students said they feel more confident to read maths questions. We would
like this to roll out to other TA’s and other year groups not just Year 3, 5 and 6 in
2018.
SAF - working with the Leadership Team and Judy Grose - supporting identification
of target students.
Against the National Standards 2016 the moderation data shows that from 57 below,
we can currently track 54.
1 Below student achieved Above - accelerated progress
15 Below students achieved AT
Remaining at Below 26 students - the pupil progress tracker shows for majority of
student clear progress in stages for add/sub, mult/div and ratio/proportion. A
proportion of these students are on the 'verge' of AT, however to be 'AT' they
need to be securely 'AT' to ensure they can maintain it for the next year level.

Above

1

2%

At

15

26%

Below

26

48%

Well below

11

20%

Overall 30% moved from Below to AT/AB. Each student has made progress in
various areas of the curriculum which is evident in the Pupil Progress Tracking
(various assessment tools - Gloss, Jams, Ikan, PAT and mathletics)
Note: There 11 students who are currently at Well Below - for these students who
were Below in 2016 the the National Standard moved a stage in 2017, moved a year
standard. However individual progress is evident in the areas of add/sub and
aspects of multi/div.
Typically a significant proportion of these students have or are on the learning
support register for ESOL, RTLit, Maths booster group - Mathematical language
and/or reading interventions.
Progress
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●
●
●

There was a successful reduction of Below from 2016 36.5% to 25.7% for 2017 for all
students.
There was a significant reduction of Below for Maori from 2016 55.6% compared to
2017 18.5%.
There was a good reduction of Below for NZ Euro from 2016 28.7% compared to
2017 13.2%
○ The involvement of students in their learning and assessment process with
respect to next step learning, through engagement with the ICT programme
Mathletics and professional development teaching the breadth of the maths
curriculum supported this positive change.

Reasons for the Variance. Why did it happen?
● Targeting of cohorts and individual learning needs of students in need of focussed
teaching and learning interventions has had a positive effect. Maths booster groups,
TA upskilling professional development, new resources and audit for new equipment,
and regular professional development for teachers in regards to assessment.
● 2017 Professional development on OTJ’s between term 1 and term 4 focused on
specifically: to increase student achievement through closer tracking and monitoring
of target students’ progress consistently implemented across the school; developing
approach to supporting students whose achievement requires acceleration;
developing understanding of acceleration and further consideration of assessment
tools and practices to support consistency and greater dependability of judgements
about progress and achievement. Weekly staff meetings and regular team meetings
to discuss OTJ’s.
● Most students were aware of their next-learning steps/goals there is a need to
continue this development with a focus on them having more ownership of the
process.
Evaluation. Where to next?
● 2018 Maths PLD as the focus whole school and based on Teacher Inquiry and target
students. Linking teachers’ inquiry into their practice to more specific student
outcomes and increased use of student progress data (formative and summative) to
consider the impact of their teaching.
● Specific feedback and feedforward support (PAC) and modeling for instruction
● Student progress to be discussed termly at weekly team meetings, weekly learning
support meetings and termly pupil progress meetings with leadership and classroom
teachers
● Target, at risk and priority students part of Teacher Inquiry for maths with goal linked
to National Standard expectations. PD for teachers to support ‘deliberate act of
teaching’ to enhance class teaching.
●
●
●

To ensure mathletics is used more widely as homework, and provide more
opportunities for students who do not have equipement the opportunity to use it at
school.
Mathletics PD for students - working in class to show students how to get the most
out of it. To continue this support in class. Promote student agency.
PD for Learning Support - TA’s to inform them of how to use them and how to
support students. TA’s have seen mathletics in action and how to support math; PD
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●
●

2018 would include TA’s. To continue more able booster group 2018 and Math
booster for mathematical language. Promote student agency through problem solving
activities using maths word problems (resource bought 2017) and Otago Problem
Challenge for able mathematicians
Mathletics PD for Parents. To hold a run a session to help parents who would like to
see it in use and why it is of benefit in 2018.
Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L) is supporting the principles of high
expectations and inclusion, the values of equity, community and participation and
integrity and the key competencies of managing self, thinking, relating to others and
participating and contributing.

Planning for next year (2018):
The Evaluation section as above will be made explicit with the Board of Trustees,
Leadership Team, Learning Support Team and Staff from the outset of 2018. It will feature
in 2018 the Charter, Annual Plan Goals, the SAF plan, PB4L plan and inclusion plan as
expected outcomes with stated strategies, resources and responsibilities. Progress towards
the achievement of Annual Goals will be reported to the board during 2018 and progress
reports termly.

Writing
Strategic Aim 2: Providing opportunities for students to be confident in using words and
numbers
Annual Aim 2.1: National Standard benchmarks will be used effectively to support
improvement in student outcomes
Target:
1. Accelerate the students 80/209 (38.2%) who were achieving Below the NS in 2016
to At the Standard by the end of 2017.
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2. Accelerate the Maori students 6/25 (24%) who were achieving Well Below the NS in
2016 to Below the NS by the end of 2017.
3. Accelerate the students who were achieving Below the NS for Writing in Year 5 20/32
(62.5%) to At the Standard by the end of 2017.
Writing EOY 2017: 209 Students
All Years: 36.4% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected writing progression
standard.
Maori students: 11.1% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected writing
progression standard.
Pasifika: 22.2% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected writing progression
standard.
Chart 2: 2016 and 2017 Writing OTJ Comparison
Writing
All

Below
Maori

Well
Below

Writing

Pasifika Asian

NZ
Euro

All

Maori

Pasifik
NZ
a
Asian Euro

2017 48.10% 55.60% 66.70% 55.9% 34.2%

2017 15.40% 33.30% 11.10% 13.2% 9.2%

2016

2016

39.8%

44.4% 56.8%

52.2% 29.8%

11.6%

29.6%

17.1%

8.7% 8.5%

Key: Improved Maintained Regressed Included in data 17 New students and 22 Leavers
● Accelerate the students 80/209 (38.2%) who were achieving Below the NS in 2016 to
At the Standard by the end of 2017.
● Accelerate the Maori students 6/25 (24%) who were achieving Well Below the NS in
2016 to Below the NS by the end of 2017.
● Accelerate the students who were achieving Below the NS for Writing in Year 5 20/32
(62.5%) to At the Standard by the end of 2017. Reduced from 62.4% to 46.7% (5
students)
Actions: What did we do?
● Reassess students early in the year to set a baseline and ascertain learning needs.
● Specific feedback and feedforward support through performance management.
● Student progress to be discussed termly at team meetings, learning support
meetings and termly pupil progress meetings with leadership and classroom
teachers.
● Provided additional support for those who were Below and Well Below NS through
discussion at team meetings, referral to learning support team and support from
outside agencies where appropriate.
● Teacher inquiry focused on targeting an area of teaching and learning based on the
learning needs of each class.
● Involvement of students in learning steps/goals and understanding what they need to
do for next steps/learning.
● Twice yearly moderations of students writing to ensure consistency across the
school.
● TA support for individual students on learning support in ESOL.
● ESOL support by an ESOL teacher funded by the BOT.
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●

●

Supported teachers in analysing data and how to use this to support their teaching.
Assessment information is needed for identifying next steps, planning (short & long
term), groupings, student tracking of progress/goals and peer assessing, to report to
parents/whanau/BOT/MOE and to clarity the strategic direction of our curriculum
development, resource allocation and professional development.
Communicated with parents and whanau around the sharing of classroom learning
programmes so that learning can be supported at home as well as school i.e.
homework activities, assessments, learning goals at 3 way conference and 2 termly
parent evenings reporting NS.

Outcomes. What happened?
● Moderation processes at team meetings, staff meetings and one to one were used
for years 1-6. The moderation process for years 3-6 has ensured data is consistent
across these year groups in judgements. Accelerated progress is evident also in the
pupil progress tracking sheets.
● Overall Teacher Judgements (OTJ) with reference to National Standards documents
as used to ‘place’ students on the NS continuum. Data is being entered on eTap in a
timely manner. Information is being used to determine groupings and students on
intervention programmes using multiple sources of evidence i.e. classroom
interactions and observations, assessment tools and learning conversations (1:1,
peer, student voice). The progress was monitored termly for each student.
● Assessment Folder review started in early 2017 and there have been changes made
in expectations and timings for assessments.
● Planning expectations have been enhanced during Term 2 with Planning
Expectations shared with staff.
● Interim and anniversary reporting for Teina (Years 1-3) coincided with 6 monthly and
on the anniversary with the date of starting school. Tuakana (years 4-6) mid year and
end of year reporting was completed. Students with special educational needs were
included in this schedule. Next step learning and suggestions for parental guidance
were given in this reporting format.
● SAF - working with the Leadership Team and Judy Grose - supporting identification
of target students.
● Students who were identified for specific interventions (school targets) were included
for planned interventions by teachers under guidance from the Leadership Team.
●
●
●

There was an increase of Below from 2016 at 39.8% to 48.1% for 2017 for all
students.
There was a slight increase of Well Below for Maori from 2016 29.6% to 33.3% in
2017.
There was a good reduction of Below for Year 5 (Year 6 2017 Cohort) from 2016
62.5% compared to 45% in 2017.

Reasons for the Variance. Why did it happen?
● Targeting of cohorts and individual learning needs of students in need of focussed
teaching and learning interventions has had a positive effect for Year 5 cohort.
Promoting a broad and balanced curriculum using topics and student voice to
support ideas and learning ideas i.e. using Art as stimuli for writing, authentic writing
contexts for seniors, thematic units involving writing genre.
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●
●

●

●

●

●

●

Attendance reports identify truancy and lateness has impacted on some students
learning.
2017 Professional development on OTJ’s between term 1 and term 4 focused on
specifically: to increase student achievement through closer tracking and monitoring
of target students’ progress consistently implemented across the school; developing
approach to supporting students whose achievement requires acceleration;
developing understanding of acceleration and further consideration of assessment
tools and practices to support consistency and greater dependability of judgements
about progress and achievement. Weekly staff meetings and regular team meetings
to discuss OTJ’s.
Although some students were aware of their next-learning steps/goals there is a
need to continue this development with a focus on them having more ownership of
the process.
Diverse range of needs - There is an increase in support required across the school.
The Learning Support team are striving to manage and support teachers. For
example there is an increase in the number of RTLB referrals. Also cases are closed
once the student changes teacher so it requires making new applications potentially
each year. Some teachers have had more than 2 students been referred. These
teachers need to meet with these professionals (as well as other outside agencies)
on a regular basis which again can be difficult to find a time to meet.
Transient Students - Transient Students academic performance is usually impacted
because of consistent need to adapt to a new school structure. Last year and even
this there have been new students arriving within New Zealand and outside New
Zealand with significant needs: reading recovery, ORS, SLT etc. Transition for these
students requires taking a pupil off reading recovery, application for Interim
Response Funding (IRS) while awaiting ORS funding or following up with outside
agencies to transfer support to our school. Cognizance has also to be given to the
variance in population size of the various cohorts which affects comparative data
from year to year where movements can be of greater statistical significance.
Funding from agencies and MOE - Receiving funding from RTLB is typically a small
amount towards funding a Teacher Aide. This funding is not permanent nor over a
long period of time, preferred hours are usually between 9.00am and 12:30pm so
finding people to work short term or reduced hours can be a great challenge. The
Interim Response Funding ($800) is only short term and once that resource is
exhausted, we then have to try another support system.
PD for 2017 was focused on PB4L, UBRS, Inclusion, Mathletics and Assessment
(reading and maths).

Evaluation. Where to next?
● Linking teachers’ inquiry into their practice to more specific student outcomes and
increased use of student progress data (formative and summative) to consider the
impact of their teaching.
● ESOL Principles and rich oral language (front loading vocabulary and unpacking
examples for students)
● Mindset - how to motivate - linking to the “4 pillars”.
● P.D. to enhance understanding of the teaching of writing - or linking with ‘learning maths PB)’
● Unpacking and understanding of the Literacy Learning Framework.
● Daily (Regular) Teaching of Writing with models, clear learning Intentions and co
construct Success Criteria. “Linking to teaching - Maths P.B.’)
9

●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Allow time to write
Specific feedback and feedforward support (PAC) and modeling for instruction
Writing is celebrated ie. Awards in assembly - writing shared.
Deliberate acts of teaching and puzzles of practice will support target students.
Team and school wide moderation.
Clear links will be made between Reading and writing. Writing is meaningful.
Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L) is supporting the principles of high
expectations and inclusion, the values of equity, community and participation and
integrity and the key competencies of managing self, thinking, relating to others and
participating and contributing.

Planning for next year (2018):
The Evaluation section as above will be made explicit with the Board of Trustees,
Leadership Team, Learning Support Team and Staff from the outset of 2018. It will feature
in 2018 the Charter, Annual Plan Goals, the SAF plan, PB4L plan and inclusion plan as
expected outcomes with stated strategies, resources and responsibilities. Progress towards
the achievement of Annual Goals will be reported to the board during 2018 and progress
reports termly. Using e-asTTLE rubrics to mark children’s writing and input results could lead
to great accuracy with OTJ using the standarised writing model.

Reading
Strategic Aim 2: Providing opportunities for students to be confident in using words and
numbers
Annual Aim 2.1: National Standard benchmarks will be used effectively to support
improvement in student outcomes
Target:
1. Accelerate the students 66/209 (31.5%) who were achieving Below the NS in 2016 to
At the Standard by the end of 2017.
2. Accelerate the Maori Students 9/24 (37.5%) who were achieving Below the NS in
2016 to At the Standard by the end of 2017.
Reading EOY 2017: 209 students
All Years: 60.8% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected Reading standard.
Maori students: 40.7% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected Reading standard.
Pasifika: 48.1% of students are achieving AT or ABOVE the expected Reading standard.
Chart 1: 2016 and 2017 OTJ Reading Comparison
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Key: Improved Maintained Regressed Included in data 17 New students and 22 Leavers
● Accelerate the students 66/209 (31.5%) who were achieving Below the NS in 2016 to
At the Standard by the end of 2017. Reduced to 25.2% (13 students)
● Accelerate the Maori Students 9/24 (37.5%) who were achieving Below the NS in
2016 to At the Standard by the end of 2017. Reduced to 29.6% (2 students)
Actions: What did we do?
● Reassess students early in the year to set a baseline and ascertain learning needs.
● Specific feedback and feedforward support through performance management.
● Student progress to be discussed termly at team meetings, learning support
meetings and termly pupil progress meetings with leadership and classroom
teachers.
● Provided additional support for those who were Below and Well Below NS through
discussion at team meetings, referral to learning support team and support from
outside agencies where appropriate.
● Teacher inquiry focused on targeting an area of teaching and learning based on the
learning needs of each class.
● Involvement of students in learning steps/goals and understanding what they need to
do for next steps/learning.
● Professional development around formative assessment: PAT and running records to
accelerate students’ learning in Reading.
● Moderating in reading for running records to ensure consistency across the school.
● Identified target 2017 students are provided with extra support. Interventions (Steps,
Rainbow Reading, Reading Recovery, Reading Mileage and close classroom
monitoring).
● TA support for individual students on learning support with ESOL support, STEPS
programme and Rainbow reading.
● ESOL support by an ESOL teacher and Reading recovery both funded by BOT.
● Professional development around running records to accelerate students’ learning.
Supported teachers in analysing data and how to use this to support their teaching.
Assessment information is needed for identifying next steps, planning (short & long
term), groupings, student tracking of progress/goals and peer assessing, to report to
parents/whanau/BOT/MOE and to clarity the strategic direction of our curriculum
development, resource allocation and professional development.
● Moderating in running records and PROBE at team meetings and one to one to
ensure consistency across the school.
● Staff professional development focus for 2017 was using a wider range of
assessment tools including running records to provide an OTJ.
● Communicated with parents and whanau around the sharing of classroom learning
programmes so that learning can be supported at home as well as school i.e.
reading, homework activities, assessments, learning goals at 3 way conference and
2 termly parent evenings reporting NS.
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Outcomes. What happened?
● Interim and anniversary reporting for Teina (Years 1-3) coincided with 6 monthly and
on the anniversary with the date of starting school. Tuakana (years 4-6) mid year and
end of year reporting was completed. Students with special educational needs were
included in this schedule. Next step learning and suggestions for parental guidance
were given in this reporting format. Students who were identified for specific
interventions (school targets) were included for planned interventions by teachers
under guidance from the Leadership Team.
● Feedback from students completing Rainbow Reading and Reading Recovery was
positive as the students had a clear understanding of their goals and next steps.
Opportunities to celebrate as a group increased motivation and pride. Data for both
programmes show progress and accelerated progress for some students.
● The Curriculum Plan was modified.There are clear expectations for planning and
assessment of literacy. (Assessment folder and E-tap)
● Learning Support programmes: Rainbow Reading and Reading Recovery data
shows clear acceleration of students. 8 students participating in Reading Recovery at
any one time. Jane Hatley (Training Year 2017) and Annette Hayr, who brings many
years of experience to that role.
● P.D. with Teacher’s aides in supporting reading mileage and independent book
reading in Teina and Kowhai.
● Running Records are being used to ensure assessment is valid and consistent
across the school. This information is used to prioritise programmes and support.
Information about assessment has been enhanced and MCS folders have been
enhanced.
● National Standard Moderation and OTJ (Overall Teacher Judgement decisions) with
Year 3-6 teachers in November. This increased reliability and consistency of teacher
data..
● SAF - working with the Leadership Team and Judy Grose - supporting identification
of target students.
● There was a clear decrease in Below from 34% in 2016 to 25.2% in 2017.
● There was a clear decrease in Below for Maori from 44% in 2016 to 29.6% in 2017.
Reasons for the Variance. Why did it happen?
● Targeting of cohorts and individual learning needs of students in need of focussed
teaching and learning interventions has had a positive effect.
● 2017 Professional development on OTJ’s between term 1 and term 4 focused on
specifically: to increase student achievement through closer tracking and monitoring
of target students’ progress consistently implemented across the school; developing
approach to supporting students whose achievement requires acceleration;
developing understanding of acceleration and further consideration of assessment
tools and practices to support consistency and greater dependability of judgements
about progress and achievement. Weekly staff meetings and regular team meetings
to discuss OTJ’s.
● A greater number of students were aware of their next learning steps/goals; there is a
need to continue this development with a focus on them having more ownership of
the process across the whole school.
● Diverse student backgrounds and experiences affect starting baseline ie. ESOL
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Oral Language is an area of challenge for second language learners (20% of the
school).
Accessing outside support services and support within a timely manner
Sustainability of best practice and approaches across the school and staff changes.
Data from 2016 showed that urgency is required in Literacy. 2017 was a year of
focus as we looked to enhance literacy practice through reviewing assessment
expectations and literacy programmes to aim to accelerate our students learning.
This will continue in 2018.

Evaluation. Where to next?
● Linking teachers’ inquiry into their practice to more specific student outcomes and
increased use of student progress data (formative and summative) to consider the
impact of their teaching.
● Continue to focus on assessment to support the making of OTJ’s with staff using
Ministry Resources through robust moderation within and between year levels.
● Explore the use of a range of resources available to gather evidence and assess
reading. This may include a target group using PACT in 2018 for reading.
● Continue to use Teacher Aide time to support classroom programmes in Literacy.
● The Leadership Team will continue to support literacy in 2018 by working
collaboratively with SAF and staff to monitor target students
● Deliberate acts of teaching and puzzles of practice will support target students.
● The Learning Support Team and Leadership will continue to analyse data to assess
interventions to ensure that target students have access to the most effective support
in 2018.
● Investigate the ‘Reading Together Programme’ for 2018 and 2019.
● Positive Behaviour for Learning (PB4L) is supporting the principles of high
expectations and inclusion, the values of equity, community and participation and
integrity and the key competencies of managing self, thinking, relating to others and
participating and contributing.

Planning for next year (2018):
The Evaluation section as above will be made explicit with the Board of Trustees,
Leadership Team, Learning Support Team and Staff from the outset of 2018. It will feature
in 2018 the Charter, Annual Plan Goals, the SAF plan, PB4L plan and inclusion plan as
expected outcomes with stated strategies, resources and responsibilities. Progress towards
the achievement of Annual Goals will be reported to the board during 2018 and progress
reports termly.
FINANCE:
The Board, in partnership with the PTA (FaCE), which is the active fundraising arm within
the school, worked to increase our income streams to ensure we were able to meet all our
financial and HR obligations both now and for the life of our 2016-2019 Charter and Strategic
Aims.
As with past years, the Operations Grant continued to be insufficient to cover all costs
associated with every area of the school operations. The Board of Trustees ensures that the
school has funds which are tagged for long term maintenance and emergencies whilst
continuing to inject funds as well as underwrite the salaries required for our additional staff in
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the areas of learning support (Special Education, ESOL, Rainbow Reading, Reading
Recovery, Teacher Aides). The additional staff are in the areas of language (0.7 FTTE ESOL
teacher), Learning Support: (a teacher to match the Reading Recovery Allowance as per
Ministry requirements), ICT support technician (NORRCOM) for 15 hours per week during
school terms, and Library and STEPS support to assist children in their reading and writing
progressions.
The Board also funded much needed school resources and additional teacher release by
way of relievers required to release classroom teachers for Professional Development.
Miramar Central School - Statement of Use of Kiwisport Funds
Kiwisport is a Government funding initiative to support sport for school aged children. Our
school received $3,456.12 in our 2017 Operational Grant through this initiative to increase
our student participation in organised sport.
This enabled the school to supplement sporting activities and resources. During the 2017
school year the allocated money was put towards a number of events and sporting
programmes. This included supporting our Aquatic swimming programme for all students,
school sports gear and children representing the school at Eastern Zone Competitions. This
funding enabled greater participation and engagement for students who wouldn’t normally
complete activities, as well as assist the whole school in getting active and learning new
sporting skills. Thank you.

2018 MCS Strategic and Implementation Measures to Raise Student Achievement
● All measures centred from the School Charter, Annual Plan and Action Plan
● Early identification of students with learning needs and interventions for learning
support by the class teacher
● Regular contact with parents, teachers and students to assist student learning (Meet
the Teacher, 3 way conferences, Goal setting, parent interviews of assessment
results - strengths, weaknesses and NLS)
● Student interest (Soft data) and strengths and weaknesses - Involvement of parents,
teacher and student to set goals and identify learning needs and how these will be
met
● Greater awareness of learners - sharing a document for all staff, so that all staff know
our priority learners, who is supporting them and what learning programmes the
students are involved in
● Termly teacher observation of teaching and learning programmes, weekly team
meetings around student progress and best practice, teachers sitting with team
leaders once a term to discuss student progress and interventions
● Better communication with all staff across the school and explicit conversations
around student learning in PLD: what is working well, professional learning
conversations, good practice and how to improve teaching and learning programmes
● Tracking of target students 3-4 per class in maths
● Tracking by class teacher target student groups in reading and writing
● Learning Support team assigning learning support to assist student learning
● Regular staff meetings and discussing what approaches are working for student
improvement
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Standardised assessments used to improve teaching and learning programmes
through data informing teaching and learning programmes, tailored to the individual
student
Student buy-in and development of a student led curriculum
Teacher inquiry and PAC observations to improve teaching and learning
programmes
Teacher inquiry is linked to a robust appraisal process
Maths Centralised PLD and looking at teacher inquiry and target students
Soft data - Student interests Involvement of parents and the teacher in partnership
Robust Assessment programme and using student data to inform practice. Time
schedule for the year of formal, informal and teacher observation, portfolios &
conversations
Intervention programmes: ESOL, STEPS, Rainbow Reading, Reading Recovery,
inclusive interventions with TA support
Development of a MAP (Maori Action Plan) & PEP (Pasifika Education Plan) during
Term 2, 3 and 4 with staff and parent collaboration events. This is linked to the
Charter, Annual Plan and Action Plan
Staff School-wide PLD in reading, writing and mathematics and moderation in
assessments: GLOSS, Ikan, JAMS, Running Records, and e-asTTLe Writing
Development of accurate OTJ’s for students against curriculum levels through
moderation, learning progression information, termly discussion with teachers - pupil
progress meeting
Early identification of Gifted and Talented students. Extension programmes to
support and extend student learning through inquiry based approaches
Termly data review by school leadership and principal reports to the BOT tracking on
2018 targets and progress to achieve them on a termly basis where appropriate
Leadership team meeting termly with class teachers to moderate school data
Leadership team weekly meetings to discuss and assist with supporting staff to
achieve improved student outcomes.
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